In vitro expression analysis of collagen biosynthesis and assembly.
While the generalised pathway of collagen biosynthesis is well understood, the specific molecular interactions that drive chain recognition and assembly and the formation of tissue-specific extracellular supramolecular structures have not been elucidated. This review focuses on the use of in vitro collagen expression systems to explore some of these fundamental questions on the molecular basis of normal and mutant collagen assembly. Three in vitro expression/assembly systems are discussed. Firstly, a simple cell-free transcription/translation system to study the initial stages of collagen chain assembly. Secondly, a novel T7-driven high level expression system, using a recombinant vaccinia virus expressing T7 RNA polymerase, in transiently transfected cells which allows appropriate postranslational modification and collagen folding. Thirdly, the more complex questions of normal and mutant collagen extracellular matrix assembly are addressed by stable transfection and expression in cells which allow the formation of a 'tissue equivalent' matrix during long-term culture.